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Crystal Grid 
Making’s Purpose
When working with crystal 
grids this  practice uses 

sacred geometry to enhance 
manifestation for di erent 
intentions and purposes. 

By using sacred geometrical 
shapes this increases and 
amplifies the crystal’s energy 
to work together creating a  
collective energy of the 
crystals . 
Intention + Energy + Belief



Design Your Crystal Grid
       in 5 easy steps
1. Intention: Create your intention
2. Affirmation: Write an affirmation

3. Formation: Select a formation
4. Activation: Charge your grid daily
5. Manifestation: Take guided action



Step 1: Intention: 
Establish Grid’s Purpose

Ideas
*Empowerment

*Health
*Harmony

 *Goal setting
*Positive energy

  *Spiritual 
*Relationships

*Success 
*Protection

*Release *chakras
* General purpose grid 



Step 2: 
Affirmation

Write it down! An affirmation is a 
statement that expresses clearly 
the intention & purpose of your 
grid. It is a consciously chosen 

thought that opens the heart and 
can counter a negative thought.

(from Jim Morningstar)

 

Four Steps for writing an affirmation

1. Positive: What do I want?
2. Personal: It Matters, feel it!
3. Present: State in the now
4. Practical: Stretch me to right degree     
5. Passion: Deep desire within



Step 3: 
Formation

Decide what form & shape 
serves set intention. Both the 

layout and type of crystals 
you will be using. 

Common Layouts Include
Flower of life
Seed of life
Metatron’s cube

 

 Pyramid: amplify         Square: stability 

Sphere: unity        Heptagram: intuition

Hexagram: abundance, alignment



Step 4: 
Activation

To activate is to have your crystals 
work together amplifying your 
intention with your affirmation + 
sacred geometry to aid in 
manifestation of desired outcome. 

Crystal Tip:
Do not touch have the crystals touch 
when activating. 
*Be patient it may take a couple of 
weeks for your grid to be programmed.
*Activate Daily (consistently)

Program your intention (s) 
affirmation into the grid. Hold 
your laser wand over the center 
stone and say, visualize, and feel 
your intention(s). Place your other 
hand over the entire grid. 



Activation
1. Start at the center  stone.
2. Draw a line  to the top stone at 12:00. 

 3.       Then draw a line to the next stone on     
           the  right.
 4.      Draw the line back to the center   
         Stone and back out to the same stone  
         on the right. 
 5.     Draw the line to the next stone on the    
        right, and draw a line back to the  
        center  stone.
 6.    Continue to work your way around the  
       formation.
 7.     Do this three times
         Repeat  your affirmation as you go. 

Instruct
1. Start at the center  stone.
2. Draw a line  to the top stone at 12:00. 

3.       Then draw a line to the next stone on     
           the  right.
4.      Draw the line back to the center   
         Stone and back out to the same stone  
         on the right. 
5.     Draw the line to the next stone on the    
        right, and draw a line back to the  
        center  stone.
6.    Continue to work your way around the  
       formation.
7.     Do this three times
         Repeat  your affirmation as you go. 

Instructions
1. Start at the center  stone.
2. Draw a line  to the top stone at 12:00. 

3.       Then draw a line to the next stone on     
           the  right.
4.      Draw the line back to the center   
         Stone and back out to the same stone  
         on the right. 
5.     Draw the line to the next stone on the    
        right, and draw a line back to the  
        center  stone.
6.    Continue to work your way around the  
       formation.
7.     Do this three times
         Repeat  your affirmation as you go. 

1. Start at the center  stone.
2. Draw a line  to the top stone at 12:00. 

3.       Then draw a line to the next stone on     
           the  right.
4.      Draw the line back to the center   
         Stone and back out to the same stone  
         on the right. 
5.     Draw the line to the next stone on the    
        right, and draw a line back to the  
        center  stone.
6.    Continue to work your way around the  
       formation.
7.     Do this three times
         Repeat  your affirmation as you go. 



Step 5: 
Manifestation

Take guided action steps to ensure 
your goals success. Intention + 

Belief + Energy + Action
Grid Tips

Adjust as needed
Cleanse Frequently

Think Positively
Careful Placement

Release the “how” and 
attachment to outcome

Now that you’ve asked for it and 
believe it will happen, be willing to 
receive and do what it takes to make 
your goal happen! 



(center grid)Intention: 
General Purpose
Affirmation: I charge this 
grid with light, with love, 
to heal.
Formation: Hexagram 
(six white quartz)

Crystals: (left grid) 6 octahedron 
fluorite, 6 amethyst ,12 quite 
quartz, Jade sphere.

 Formation: Flower of Life 



Left Grid:Intention: Successful life 
Formation: Metatron’s Cube
Affirmation: I succeed and prosper in all areas of my life
Crystals: Orgonite peridot pyramid, raw Baltic amber, tumbled white quartz



      Crystals
Crown:Celestite

Third Eye: Lapis lazuli
Throat: Blue lace agate

Heart: Green aventurine
Solar Plexus: Citrine

Sacral: Carnelian
Root: Red jasper

Palms: peacock ore and fluorite
Aura snowflake obsidian

Selenite blade

                       Chakra Grid



Enhance your grid making
*Crystal Clear Intention

*Precise affirmation that incorporates highest good for all 

*Place an image next to it

*Work regularly with visualization:
 repeating affirmation, and being open to intuition

*Program your subconscious before sleeping

*Taking action steps, removing obstacles

*Remove any negative thinking & feelings



Selecting your crystals

*Trust your gut

*Experiment

*Do your research

*Have fun with it


